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NEW QUESTION: 1
A company gives its employees limited rights to AWS. DevOps
engineers have the ability to assume an administrator role. For
tracking purposes, the security team wants to receive a
near-real-time notification when the administrator role is
assumed.
How should this be accomplished?
A. Create an Amazon EventBridge (Amazon CloudWatch Events)
event rule using an AWS Management Console sign-in events event
pattern that publishes a message to an Amazon SNS topic if the
administrator role is assumed. [
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B. Create an Amazon EventBridge (Amazon CloudWatch Events)
events rule using an AWS API call that uses an AWS CloudTrail
event pattern to trigger an AWS Lambda function that publishes
a message to an Amazon SNS topic if the administrator role is
assumed.
C. Configure AWS Config to publish logs to an Amazon S3 bucket.
Use Amazon Athena to query the logs and send a notification to
the security team when the administrator role is assumed.
D. Configure Amazon GuardDuty to monitor when the administrator
role is assumed and send a notification to the security team.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which of the following are NOT considered a part of the quality
management principles?
A. Mutually beneficial supplier relationships
B. Internal Focus
C. Factual Approach to decision making
D. Continuous Improvement
Answer: B
Explanation:
Internal focus is not the focus of quality, customer focus is.
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Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSSimpleQueueService/latest/SQSDev
eloperGuide/standard-queues.html

NEW QUESTION: 4
An after trigger on the account object performs a DML update
operation on all of the child opportunities of an account.
There are no active triggers on the opportunity object, yet a
"maximum trigger depth exceeded" error occurs in certain
situation. Which two reasons possibly explain the account
trigger firing recursively? choose 2 answers
A. Changes are being made to the account during an unrelated
parallel save operation
B. Changes to opportunities are causing cross-object workflow
field updates to be made on the account
C. Changes are being made to the account during criteria based
sharing evaluation
D. Changes to opportunities are causing roll-up summary fields
to update on the account
Answer: B
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